a seemingly unprepared and clearly inferior competitor. A

instead of Cain). Even modern readers recognize that younger
siblings are usually smaller and weaker because of their age,

result. Although there is a certain degree of truth in that, I
argue that this unexpected reversal of worldly wisdom shows
how God worked through David’s faith.
David’s victory could be just pure luck. That would
appear likely if this were the only story in the Bible where
the lesser overcomes the greater, but in fact throughout the
Bible there are countless instances of God using the weak
though faithful to do great things.1 The Oxford Dictionary

completely contrary to cultural expectations of Scripture’s
ancient audience, for whom the elder brother’s privilege was
a matter of course. God selects the weak, downtrodden, and

God selects the weak, downtrodden, and
success is not by their own merit, but is
actually God’s as He works through them.
or someone” and “strong belief in the doctrines of a religion,
based on spiritual conviction rather than proof.” Hebrews
for will actually happen; it gives us assurance about things
blind, but the “assurance” Hebrews speaks of is based on
evidence, not full proof or certainty. Christians do not know
concretely how God will produce a favorable outcome from
supporting His promise to do so (Rom. 8:28), and His overall
track record throughout the Bible.2 As a result, the phrase
feeling or inclination. It refers to the wholehearted belief that
God will work for good, even when things do not appear to
be in one’s favor and when the world apart from God would
say otherwise. Complete faith means relying on godly wisdom
over world-directed wisdom, trusting entirely in Him through
His promises and reputation.
The Bible says God works in mysterious ways (Is 45:15),
and His ways are mysterious not only because they are
unknown to us, but also because they go against the grain
of worldly wisdom.3 For example, throughout the book of
Genesis, God picks the younger brother instead of the older
one (Isaac instead of Ishmael, Jacob instead of Esau, Abel
1 A few famous stories include Gideon in Judges 6-8, Daniel in the lion’s
den in Daniel 6, God using a nation of slaves to bring the most powerful
empire on earth to its knees in Exodus, and most dramatically, Christ’s
death being the salvation to all mankind.
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demonstrates that their success is not by the faithful’s own
merit, but is actually God’s as He works through them. Further,
God acts through those who are faithful but weak in order
to show that He is really in control the whole time. David’s
slaying of Goliath clearly demonstrated God’s strength.
However, the ultimate demonstration of God working
the Son of God, came to Earth not as an extravagant Messiah
suffering in order to save the world from sin (Phil 2). It was
because of his humility that the Pharisees could not believe
his claim to be the Son of God.4 They saw him as a lowly
peasant, not a king and certainly not God – and so they
5
However, this Jesus – in
the eyes of the world so weak and pathetic as to die on a
cross – won the greatest victory in all history by defeating
sin and death through his resurrection on the third day (Rom
6:8-11). Worldly wisdom would see Jesus’ death as a terrible
and pathetic end to a man’s life, but with faith in Jesus and his
resurrection we can understand his victory and the ways of
God (Heb 11:3).
The story of David and Goliath is just one of many
biblical stories in which the Lord used the faith of the weak
to produce exceptional outcomes. Indeed, Jesus serves as
the ultimate example of faith and weakness, through God’s
power, overcoming apparent strength. Even today, God acts
in the same way for those who would rely on Him. Trust in
God when you feel weak and everything seems to be falling
apart. Have faith when you are facing your own giants.
Believe in Him even when you are persecuted, suffering, and
feeling entirely alone. A little faith in a big God can take you
from which not even death can separate you (Rom. 8:31-39).
2 Check out Dabin Hwang’s piece in this issue to see another line of
evidence of Christianity – trusting the Bible.
3 It is important to note that I use “worldly wisdom” to signify something
like “the world’s expectations.” The Apostle Paul says in Galatians 1 that
the message of the gospel is “not based on mere human reasoning,”
meaning what God wants us to know and understand goes beyond what
we as humans expect. cf. 1 Cor 1-2.
4 cf. Mt 26, Mk 14, Lk 22
5 cf. Mt 27, Mk 15, Lk 23, Jn 19

Brionna Atkins ’16 is a rising sophomore in Quincy House who intends
to concentrate in Psychology. She is a staff writer for the Ichthus.
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“Love your Enemies”
Nate Otey
I offer an extremely brief overview and defense of Jesus Christ’s
most radical and – in human terms – absolutely insane teaching.
You have heard that it was said, ‘An eye for an eye
and a tooth for a tooth.’ But I say to you, do not
resist an evildoer. But if anyone strikes you on the
right cheek, turn the other also...You have heard that
it was said, ‘You shall love your neighbor and hate
your enemy.’ But I say to you, Love your enemies and
pray for those who persecute you, so that you may be
children of your Father in heaven; for he makes his
sun rise on the evil and on the good.
– Mt 5:38-39,43-451 NRSV; cf. Lk 6:27-36

M

y rebellious claim is that, contrary to the demands
of our fallen2 self-preservation instinct and our
fallen sense of justice, Jesus actually meant what he
said here: Christians should completely abstain from violence,
even at the cost of their own lives. The New Testament teach-

is one of the most explicit and unambiguous in the whole
Bible:3
conditioned. Yet, it is also perhaps the most overlooked, viliTo adopt this position sincerely and rigorously will seem
stupid, outrageous, and even repulsive unless it is set against
1 See the whole passage context (Mt 5:38-48) for Jesus’ rich elaboration
on this commandment. Also notice that this is a direct, overt rejection of
the lex talionis (tit-for-tat, quid pro quo) paradigm which underwrites the Old
Testament Law.
2 i.e., a cosmic consequence of the Fall of Man (cf. Gen 3), in which sin
ruptured man’s perfect relationship with God.
3 Other passages where Jesus teaches non-violence most clearly: Lk 9:5455 esp. v. 56 in some manuscripts (“What spirit you are of ”), Mt 26:51-53
(Peter rebuked at Jesus’ arrest: “all who take the sword will perish by the
sword,” cf. Lk 22:49-51: “No more of this!”), Jn 18:36 (Jesus’ followers’
(peacemakers are sons of God), Mt 10:16-23 (call to endure persecution
Tim 1:13, 1 Pet 3:9. Pertinent OT passages include 1 Ch. 22:8 (David’s
20:13 (“Thou shalt not murder”).
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Dying to your view of
justice, your need to be
right, and yourself.

the proper theological backdrop. In order to take the teaching
the true, living God. You will have to embrace his call to follow his example by dying to yourself.4 This means adopting
the “cruciform” (cross-shaped) lifestyle: living as Jesus lived,
loving as he loved, and if necessary dying as he died.5 Only
Christ,6 do you no longer need to defend yourself. Moreover,
you must “not be conformed to the image of this world, but be
transformed by the renewing of your minds, so that you may
discern what is the will of God” (Rom 12:2). The call to love
our enemies so deeply undermines “the image of this world”
– human culture, our most primal instincts, the teachings of
great philosophers and sages – that Paul must issue this appeal
for radical psychological transformation (dare I say, rebirth?)
just before launching into one of Scripture’s most emphatic
and unambiguous passages commanding nonviolence in Romans 12:9-21. His exhaustive expounding on the call to “bless
those who persecute you” (v. 14) and to “overcome evil with
good” (v. 21) bespeaks an urgency bordering on exasperation.
One can almost hear him straining with the weight of this
4 Cf. Jn 12:24; Gal 2:20, 5:24, 6:14; Rm 6:1-23, 8:17-18, 12:1-2; 1 Pt 4:1-2;
Rev 20:6.
5 Cf. Mt 16:24-26 (Mk 8:34-36, Lk 9:23-26).
6 Cf. Jn 6:51, 11:25; Rom 6:11, 8:11; Gal 2:20; 1 Cor 15:22; Eph 2:5; Col
2:13, 3:1.
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revolutionary message, hoarse as any visionary preaching rebellion to deafened ears. Jesus encountered the same deafness:
“But I say to you that listen, Love your enemies, do good to those
who hate you, bless those who curse you, pray for those
who abuse you” (Lk 6:27-28, emphasis mine).
Will you listen? For just a moment, try to push aside
the slew of ‘but’s’ now thrusting themselves upon you,
and simply absorb this teaching on its own radical terms.
Can you actually hear Jesus and Paul say what they are
saying?
For the record, I’m not sure that I can either. I’m a
philosophy student (with a brother at West Point), a selfprofessing skeptic and cynic. I like rationality, logic, and
like Hobbes,
N i e t z s ch e,
and Kant.
I’ve
studied
many teachings and worldviews that are primarily ethical,
philosophical, political, or doctrinal in nature. This is simply not one of them. It is a calling and a lifestyle which
can only be embraced, or even seriously considered, in
light of a baptism into Christ’s death and his resurrection
life. Otherwise, it demands far too much of us. And we
will never justify it on our own terms.

Romans 12, in terms of blessing persecutors and feeding enemies.
My primary response, however, is simply that before
his conversion Paul was himself a state-instituted authoring deeply with a mind that had not yet been renewed and
transformed, he completely believed this violence to be
legitimate, righteous, and yes, God-ordained. But after he
met Jesus Christ? Well, I’ll just let him speak for himself.
I was formerly a blasphemer, a persecutor, and a
man of violence. But I received mercy because
I had acted ignorantly in unbelief, and the grace
of our
L o r d
overflowed
for me
with the faith and love that are in Christ Jesus.
The saying is sure and worthy of full acceptance, that Christ Jesus came into the world to
save sinners – of whom I am the foremost.
But for that very reason I received mercy, so
that in me, as the foremost, Jesus Christ might
display the utmost patience, making me an example to those who would come to believe in
him for eternal life.
- 1Tim 1:12-16

Can you actually hear Jesus and Paul say what they are saying?

touch on several.7 8
No doubt some of my readers have already scanned
right past Romans 12 to chapter 13, a favorite proof text
for justifying violence committed by “the governing authority,” (v. 1) which “does not bear the sword in vain”
(v. 5). Never mind that Paul is here explicitly addressing
the duties of Roman Christians who are “subject to”
(v. 1) these authorities – not the authorities themselves.
This passage is for Christians who de facto do not carry the
sword! Nor could it possibly be construed as justifying
any violence beyond that of a state punishing its own
criminal citizens, and even this could only apply insofar
as the state is acting as “God’s servant for your good”
7 To wit, I will not address the issue of reconciling NT non-violence
teaching with various OT passages where God appears to command
genocidal violence and other atrocities, except to note that Jesus is the
authoritative revelation of God as compared to the Old Testament: Cf.
Jn 14:7-9 (“Whoever has seen me has seen the Father”); Col 2:9, 1:19.
Furthermore, Jesus repeatedly and explicitly subverts OT violence
practices, eg. Mt 5:38-48 (“You have heard it said...But I say to you”) and
see Greg Boyd’s forthcoming
and the multiauthored A Faith Not Worth Fighting For (ed. Tripp York, Cascade Books,
2012).
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Paul explicitly connects his conversion to Christ with a
total abandonment of coercion and violence – symptoms
of ignorance and unbelief – in favor of grace, mercy, and
a willingness to die for the Kingdom of God if necessary.
Moreover, he takes this newfound refusal to pick up the
sword as an example for all believers.9 So, if you aren’t an
lence whatsoever. If you are, then it does not even justify
defending your own country and its citizens from foreign
8 Nor will I attempt to address the Book of Revelation; many scholars
have argued successfully that it is actually a brilliantly subversive manual
on nonviolent spiritual warfare. See, e.g., R. Bauckham, The Theology of
the Book of Revelation (Cambridge University Press, 1993), S.K. Tonstad,
Saving God’s Reputation: The Theological Function of Pistis Iesou in the Cosmic
Narrative of Revelation (T&T Clark, 2006), L. Johns, The Lamb Christology
of the Apocalypse of John (Mohr Seibacl, 2003). Boyd’s article “Revelation
and the Violent ‘Prize Fighting’ Jesus” (available at http://reknew.
) succinctly
outlines this position.
9 For a more thorough (and fascinating) treatment of Paul’s personal and
theological non-violent paradigm, see Derek Flood’s “The Way of Peace
and Grace,” available at http://sojo.net/magazine/2012/01/way-peaceand-grace
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someone as an agent of the state – dare I say it? – perhaps
you should ask yourself where your deepest allegiance lies: an
earthly kingdom or the Kingdom of God.10
“But!” you cry – I can almost hear it now – what about
saving society from criminals, and children from murderers,
and Europe from Hitler, and America from the Terrorists? In
sum, what about all the innocent people whom we have a duty
to protect from the evildoers?11
The New Testament itself is uncomfortably silent on this
topic; while we are absolutely called to “care for the orphans
and widows in their distress” (Jms 1:27), there is no explicit
lence.12 I think this fact speaks for itself, as does the martyred
witness of the rapidly-growing early Church13 before “the
church history.”14
military power claims around 300 C.E.,15 the Church has traditionally turned to many great and sincere Christian thinkers
– from Origen to Augustine, from Calvin and Luther to C.S.
Lewis – who have rejected nonviolence in favor of various
forms of “just war” theory.16 Some of their cases are quite
compelling17 and there are certainly a number of philosophically sound arguments to be made for protecting innocent
people with violence on an individual and corporate basis.
10 It is often objected that the NT includes several clear approbations
of soldiers (centurions) which do not include any condemnation – or
anything beyond passing mention – of their occupation: Mt 8:5-13
(“nowhere in Israel have I found such faith”), cf. Lk 7:1-10; Acts 10:1-2
(“He and all his family were devout and God-fearing”). Notice that these
men’s total submission to Jesus Christ’s authority (“Lord, I am not worthy
to have you come under my roof ”) and their counter-cultural use of their
own authority to bring their households under his Lordship is what marks
them out as faithful.
11 See J.J. Porter’s fantastic Ichthus
(Vol 5, #1, 11/20/09) for a thoughtful overall treatment and heavy critique
large-scale ‘just wars’ so it is fair to address all such cases of ‘protecting the
innocent’ under the same heading.
12 Except of course Jesus’ emphatic condemnation of violence on his
own behalf; see below.
13 See Porter’s article for a nice collection of nonviolence quotes from the
earliest church fathers.
14 Roland Bainton, quoted in Robin Gill, A Textbook of Christian Ethics,
3rd ed (Continuum, 2006), p. 194.
15 See Andrew Garbarino’s excellent article on Constantine in this issue
for actual historical analysis.
16 See David G. Hunter, “A Decade of Research on Early Christians and
Military Service,”Religious Studies Review 18.2 (April 1992), 87–94; and Louis
J. Swift,The Early Fathers on War and Military Service (Wilmington, Delaware:
Michael Glazier, 1983).

Only if you have truly died to
in Christ, do you no longer need
to defend yourself.
I want badly to embrace such arguments, because I too feel
the philosophical and emotional weight of them. Many more
great and sincere Christians have taken these writings to heart
selves and others, even going so far as to label them “doctrine.”
Notice some common threads running through all of
these arguments. Each of them is constructed from premises
which are intuitively obvious – e.g., people like Hitler must be
stopped by any means necessary; defending ourselves and our
is more valuable than a murderer; violence is a successful solution; if we don’t act with force then no one (including God)
will help; God favors His chosen people over and against their
foes – and then works backward from these premises to reinterpret the New Testament nonviolence teachings, or ignores
them altogether. Each of them calls us to act primarily out of
fear (however healthy or apt), rather than out of love. Each of
them leaves out the premise that the God of Jesus Christ is
really in control, and really knows what is best. Obviously Jesus
and Paul could not really have meant that we should die praying for the nasty, evil, terrorist kind of enemies rather than retaliate; then inevitably we would all be slaughtered and the enemy wins! So, they must have been talking about only certain
kinds of “enemies,” or using “love” as more of a metaphor
or feeling of the heart, or sketching an abstract idealization,
or subliminally limiting their instruction to the individual laycitizen, but not the state.
The only problem is the blatant lack of New Testament
foundation for any of these “obvious” premises; they simply
do not appear. Actually, the ultimate “just war” would have
been to defend Jesus with violence, but Jesus vehemently

Hence the call to pray for our enemies:
this is not a kind of emergency tool
to deploy just when we feel threatened
or angry.

work that I’ve read.
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rebukes Peter for attempting exactly this: “All who take the
sword will perish by the sword” (Mt 26:51-53, cf. Lk 22:4951). Jesus then heals his aggressor before informing Pilate that
his followers’ nonviolence is the proof that his Kingdom is
supernatural (Jn 18:36).
Scripture tenable. Probably the most pressing question is,
“Who then is my enemy?”18 Jesus and Paul were clearly talking about extremely real, extremely evil enemies: the ancient
Romans who dominated and terrorized their society, brutally murdering both of them and most of the other early
Christians.19 What makes our enemies, our enemies, is the fact that
they threaten to harm or kill us or our loved ones. (Unless it is supposed that it is merely the fact that they don’t like us, or that
we don’t like them, or that we disagree with them about some
issue, or that we pose a threat to them, none of which in itthem.) But this is also the very fact which is used to try to justify violence
against them
expand the category of “our loved ones” to whatever ‘innocent’ people are being threatened, eg., an ethnic minority. And
certainly as Christians we ought to consider all (‘innocent’)
people our loved ones in some sense! Thus, a psychotic murderer is absolutely my enemy insofar as he poses a threat to
me, my loved ones, or any ‘innocent’ person. Criminal leaders
(eg., Hitler, Osama bin Laden) and their followers could also
be generalized as “enemies of the state” insofar as they pose
a safety hazard to society at large. What is clear here is that
whether we are concerned to protect a people group or an
individual, we could only possibly justify doing violence to
the aggressor because he is an aggressor. But – here’s the rub
– this automatically places him precisely in the category of
“enemy” whom Jesus and Paul commanded us to love, pray
for, and bless! Moreover, all of the abundant New Testament
commandments to love are extremely practical and action-oriented. There is not even a hint of love as merely an intention,
feeling or concept; such an attitude is explicitly condemned!20
Jesus repeatedly connects the practice of enemy-love to being
a child of God, so the commandment applies to all who wish
So what if instead, we started with the New Testament
18 Cf. Lk 10:25-37, the parable of the Good Samaritan: “Who then is
my neighbor?” Note that Samaritans were natural enemies to Jews in this
context, and that he who actively demonstrated mercy to his natural enemy
was his true ‘neighbor;’ moreover, we are commanded to “go and do
likewise.” (v. 37)
19 See Margaret Eichner’s excellent article on the martyrs in this issue for
actual historical analysis.
20 Cf. eg., Rom 12; the book of James esp. 1:22, 2:14-26 (“Faith without
works is dead”); 1 Jn 3:14-19, etc.
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itself as our main premise, and then worked out our arguments? I think we’d get some rather different results. I’m not
saying there are any easy answers to these enormously difnapped child. I’m just pointing out that these questions are
extreme examples, and that Jesus doesn’t even try to answer
them. Rather, he calls each and every one of his followers to
die to our need for self-defense and to refuse to rationalize the
violence that feels so righteous to us. We are to instead cultivate
the sort of character which will instinctively seek nonviolent
solutions, which will react out of love rather than out of fear
(cf. 1 Jn 4:18), which will lay down one’s life rather than take
a life. He calls us to put the message of His cross – which is
foolishness to the world, but is the power of God to those who
are being saved (1 Cor 1:18) – back into the center of the
calculus, where it belongs.
Importantly, we are not to read these nonviolence teachings as some sort of quick-and-dirty instruction manual to
violence against ourselves and others. Rather, as with most
Biblical wisdom teaching, the practice and pursuit of nonviolence is a discipline that changes and develops our character in
a much broader and deeper sense. Hence the call to pray for
our enemies: this is not a kind of emergency tool to deploy
just when we feel threatened or angry. It is a daily practice that
will grow us into the kind of people who can wisely respond
to situations when our “enemies” actually confront us. For
example, if my character is shaped so that when I hear a man

Revolutionary God
Kelly Maeshiro

G

child of God whom I am called to love like Jesus, who died
for him,” rather than “Oh no! Protect me and mine! With
violence if necessary!” then I will have a much better chance

od is a permanent revolution. Is the phrase an offence? Does it scandalize the genteel sensibility of
the bourgeois Christian; does it burn in the nostrils?
Should one instead have said that this Nazarene god whom
the comfortably suburban Christian worships – this Jesus
Christ – is the ‘Son of God’? But it is all the very same thing.
Why is it that we expect the Word – moreover, God – not
to perturb us? Do we forget that the Gospel was supremely
scandalous? Nevertheless, if one should be offended at the
language, it is for one reason: Christians feel ill at ease speaking of Christianity in political terms.

Moreover, if I have already forgiven him, then I will not seek
violent retribution. But a nonviolent reaction is not nearly so
realistic if I (as it were) wait until that moment to ask myself
the “WWJD” question.
Clarity often comes only with obedience. So, perhaps if
we start with Jesus’ teaching as our presupposition instead of
generating our own, if we begin to align our hearts and lives
with his commandments, if we cultivate a cruciform, self– then as we do so, this foolish and insane
teaching might start to make sense to us. Perhaps if we can
rebel against our fallen nature by submitting our ethics, philosophy and politics to Christ, we will start to see the bigger
picture and the supernatural logic of His Kingdom. Perhaps
if we truly die to ourselves, He might just resurrect us.
Nathan Otey ‘15 is a Philosophy concentrator living in Pforzheimer
House. He is the Features Editor of the Ichthus.

rather stubborn thing: it makes God irrelevant. The problem
with ignoring God politically is that it allows us to speak of
God all the way up to the point where he becomes relevant
– thus far, in effect, and no further. We may speak endlessly
about whether the Father is transubstantial or consubstantial
with the Son, whether ‘true’ doctrine supposes single rather
than double predestination. We may speak all we want – but
it doesn’t matter at all. It does not relieve an inch of suffering.
It does not add one inch of pure joy. Not one fewer person
starves. Not one more person has food to eat or a shelter
over his head.
In the spirit of Camus, we might say that there is but one
truly serious theological problem and that is poverty. Hunger is the only real theological problem. “When the Son
of Man comes in his glory,” writes Matthew the evangelist,
“the King will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who are
blessed by my Father; take your inheritance…For I was hungry and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and you
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gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and you invited
me in, I needed clothes and you clothed me, I was sick and
you looked after me, I was in prison and you came to visit me”
(Mt 25:31-40). The face of God is present there on the corner
of the street. Only theologians and philosophers would be so
blind as to ask, “does God exist?” in some metaphysical sense.
Saints Aquinas and Anselm were in this regard perhaps the
most perniciously blind of all, spouting pseudo-profundities
supposedly proving the existence of God. Only philosophers
– for whom God is but a metaphysical wastebasket – are capadirect the question Jesus asks in the Gospel of Mark: “Do you
have eyes but fail to see?” (Mark 8:18) and it is to them that
we might direct the Pauline criticism: “Although they claimed
to be wise, they became fools” (Rom 1:23). Of course God
exists – the plenum and proof of God’s existence is the
God
does not hide himself. As Saint Paul writes, “what may be
known about God is plain to them, because God has made
it plain to them” (Rom 1:19). It is to God on the side of the
road that theology owes its allegiance and from whose perspective it must see, from below and not – as with classical
theology – from on high, invoking endlessly the metaphysical
attributes of God when God is already there staring at us.
This implies, of course, theologizing against the systems and
structures which keep God cold and starving on the side of
the street. It means being political.
tween religion and politics, but the distinction is patently false:
it is simply inconceivable that any religion whose God is put
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to death by the Roman Empire is apolitical. It is the modern conceit of individualism which presumes to circumscribe
God within the proper realm of polite chit-chat. The Anglican Bishop and eminent biblical scholar N.T. Wright speaks, I
think, most eloquently here:
we call personal or individual faith; it’s what happens
when, say in the old South Africa, someone like Desmond Tutu, in the name of Jesus, confronted the rulers of old South Africa with the fact that what they
were doing was radically out of line with [God’s designs] …The gospel is not ‘you can have a nice spirituality and an eventual salvation.’…When you say that
Jesus Christ is lord, you not only call every individual
to personal faith; you call every structure in society to
respond to the fact that Jesus wants to be lord of that
structure as well.1
After all, it does seem rather curious that Christianity is the
bly Jesus and Saint Paul, the apostles as well, were put to death
by the imperial state,2 and this for an empire which was otherwise known for its religious tolerance.Another prominent
biblical scholar, Richard Horsley, in Jesus and Empire, suggests
four assumptions which underlie this strangely depoliticized
Jesus: (1) that religion is separate from politics and economisolated individuals, and (4) that Jesus didn’t, like his forerunner John the Baptist, proclaim judgment. All of which are totally false, argues Horsley. “Not only do Christian interpreters
tend to domesticate Jesus’ ministry,” he writes, “they also tend
to depoliticize the immediate Galilean and Judean contexts in
which he operated.”3 The historical Jesus was anything but
apolitical, and one could scarcely make the argument without
being immune to the historical facts or without hypostatizing
to incarnate himself.
Roman imperialism “determined the conditions of life
in Galilee where Jesus lived and carried out his mission,”
writes Horsley.4 The Roman Empire was a brutally exploitative regime which expropriated goods and resources from
1 See N.T. Wright, Youtube.com, ‘Did Jesus Really Rise From the Dead,’
video recording, 86:33 - 87:50
2 There may be objection made here that, as the gospels record, the Jews
and not the Romans were responsible for the death of Jesus, but I have
worked on the supposition that this was a later scriptural attribution of
blame to the Jews, which shall, because of the limited scope of this essay,
simply have to be assumed here. For further information, see the work of
Richard Horsley (see footnote below) or John Dominic Crossan, especially,
on the topic.
3 Horsley, Richard A. Jesus and Empire: The Kingdom of God and the New
World Disorder. Minneapolis, MN: Fortress, 2003. Print., p.9
4 Richard Horsley, Jesus and Empire, p.15
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its colonies to keep its own population comfortable. Roman
conquest entailed “devastation of the countryside, burning
of villages, pillage of towns, and slaughter and enslavement
of the populace.”5 Under these circumstances, the case for a
political gospel, or at the very least, a gospel with a political
consciousness, has a prior plausibility: it would have been odd
for the Roman “killing or enslavement of tens of thousands
of Galileans and Judeans around the time Jesus was born”6 not
to have affected Jesus’s outlook or message.
And indeed it did. In fact, the tradition out of which
Jesus emerges is rife with political dissidence, persistent and
rebellious,7 with roots in Israel’s prophetic tradition. We
might take the central event of the Hebrew Bible for example:
the Exodus. In the Exodus, creation and liberation are seen
to be inseparable spheres of God’s activity within the world:
they occur within the selfsame act.8 The creation of Israel
as a state here is coextensive with its liberation from political, social, and cultural enslavement and oppression under the
Egyptian elite. In a certain sense, the creation of Israel, in the
Exodus, simply is its liberation. The Exodus is insistently and
uncomfortably political.
The death of John the Baptist is also rather telling. The
gospels report that John the Baptist was beheaded more or
less because Salome requested his head on a platter (Mt 14).
Antiquities of the Jews suggests, alternately, that “Herod, who
put it into his power and inclination to raise a rebellion, (for
they seemed ready to do anything he should advise,) thought
it best, by putting him to death, to prevent any mischief he
might cause.”9 It wouldn’t have been inconceivable. John,
baptizing in the Jordan River, was symbolically re-enacting
an exodus, loaded with its own political meaning. Rebellion,
moreover, was not by any means unheard of in this political
milieu. In one episode dating from around this time, the RoIt is, moreover, worth recalling that the religious establishment at this time would have been beholden to the exploitative Roman elites who installed and employed them, not
altogether dissimilar to what we can see today, though now the
priests and acolytes of this political order might don academic
rather than ecclesial garb. It is little wonder why this religious
establishment so despised Jesus. The Kingdom of God he
tion of debts, a world for the poor and the hungry, of cooperation and equality. Notably, this kingdom “utterly excludes
the peoples’ rulers and places them under God’s judgment.”10
5 Ibid., p.27
6 Ibid., p.30
7 Ibid, p.35
8 I borrow this notion from the Catholic theologian Gustavo Gutierrez,
especially as in his book, the most generous work of modern theology, A
Theology of Liberation.
9 Flavius Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews, Chapter 18.
10 Richard Horsley, Jesus and Empire, p.75
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The plenum and proof of God’s
existence is the ravaged, cold, starving
Needless to say, the peoples’ rulers were not amused.
Luke’s words to us “behold, the Kingdom of God is
within you” (Lk 17:21) have been too de-politicized, but Jesus’s exorcism episodes might suggest another interpretation.
In Mark 5, for example, the name of the spirit he exorcises,
‘Legion,’ would have recalled to Jesus’ contemporaries the
Roman troops, or ‘legions,’ which had recently pillaged the
region. Even the verb used to describe the exorcism is the
same verb found in the Old Testament when Yahweh vanquishes imperial regimes.11 The exorcisms are thus symbolic
purgations of empire itself, both from the collective – which
is uncontroversial – and from the individual, if we recall that
the Kingdom of God is within. If we ask ourselves what it
means for empire to abide within an individual, the political
message appears with even greater palpability: Jesus is decolonizing the mind, provoking critical consciousness within his
followers, teaching them to undo the ideological structures
of their own minds, the empires within themselves. Recall,
words, “forgive them, for they know not what they do,” all but
prophesy Marx’s description of ideology: “they do not know
it but they do it.”
Even after Jesus died, the terminology in which early
generations of Christians describe Jesus are patently and polemically anti-imperialistic. One of the titles given to Jesus,
the “Son of God,” was, not incidentally, one of the titles of
the Roman Emperor, which, if proof need be adduced, could
be found by looking at any Roman coin from the period, inof the emperor,

, son of the divine.12 Horsley writes,

In the Roman imperial world, the ‘gospel’ was the
good news of Caesar’s having established peace and
security for the world. Caesar was the ‘savior’ who
had brought ‘salvation’ to the whole world. The
peoples of the empire were therefore to have ‘faith’
(
) in their ‘lord’ the emperor. Moreover,
Caesar the lord and savior was to be honored and
celebrated by the ‘assemblies.’13
Now, considered in light of both the subversive tradition
11 Ibid., p.100
12 John Dominic Crossan, Jesus: A Revolutionary Biography (New York:
Harper Collins)
13 Richard Horsley, Jesus and Empire, p.134
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within which he is rooted, and the world of imperialist oppression within which he teaches, let us bear witness to the
radical spectre with which Jesus now confronts us. Let us
consider now the event in which all of these events concatenate and explode – Palm Sunday, Jesus’s entry into Jerusalem
– and we will behold anew the terrible face of this Nazarene
God. If we take God seriously, we will observe: God is a
permanent revolution.
Let us imagine the scene before Jesus’s entrance into Jerusalem.14 There, in Jerusalem, the masses have begun to gather. Jerusalem is receiving at this time a rare visit from Pilate,
whose headquarters are not in Jerusalem, but at Caesarea on
gathering in the city to observe the Passover, and the Roman
guards are gathering in the city to observe the Jews. The Passover, recall, is the celebration of God’s liberation of the Jews
from colonial oppression of an alien empire. Let us imagine the political atmosphere of the city. Masses of Jews have
gathered in the city to celebrate their liberation from imperial
oppression while their imperial oppressor, obviously worried
about this, is gathering auxiliary guards to the city to prevent
potential riots. These riots were not hypothetical: two major
predecessor, John the Baptist. The situation is tense, to say
the least. The tensions are heightened, but they have not yet
over-determined. All that’s necessary at this point is for the
Enter Jesus, on the back of a donkey. The act symbolically gestures back to Zechariah 9, where the messiah enters
Zechariah’s contemporary, Alexander the Great’s devastation of Tyre, Gaza, and Jerusalem, of course on his own war
horse.15 Jesus, who, in the title “Son of God” assumes one of
the appellations of the Roman Emperor, thus enters Jerusalem as an anti-emperor, a caricature, a farce of power, riding
not a great conqueror’s horse, but a peasant’s donkey. The
Jesus proceeds to the heart of the city, to the Temple,
which is the social, economic, political, and religious nucleus
of the city. There he turns over tables and chases the money14 This paragraph borrows heavily from John Dominic Crossan, ‘Jesus,
the Last Week,’ Youtube.com, video recording.
15 John Dominic Crossan, ‘Jesus, the Last Week.’
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changers out with palm leaves. Jesus has, for at least a brief
moment, effectively ruptured the political economy of the
city, frozen it.16 The provocateur here asks, was Jesus, then,
a terrorist? When terrorists slammed commercial planes into
the World Trade Centers in New York, the stock markets
froze – they too froze the political economy of the city. But
we must respond: Jesus is the farthest thing imaginable from
a terrorist; he is uncompromisingly non-violent. In fact, the
political scandal only arises via Jesus’s absolute non-violence.
For it is only in his absolute non-violence that the terror and
violence of the Roman state reveals itself. Shortly after Jesus
glitches the political economy of Jerusalem, he is apprehend-

immortality. Most Christians speak of resurrection too much
and understand it too little: they debauch it, they ossify the
truth into a fact. A dead body, they claim, rose from its grave,
but this is not the resurrection. It is a resuscitation. They sell
the resurrection for a resuscitation. They exchange the truth
for a fact. They replace the resurrected truth with a resuscitated fact!
The fact is history – fait accompli – but the truth survives,
and we must be careful not to replace the resurrected truth
with a resuscitated fact! History is behind, and what is history
but dead and rotting shreds hanging onto the present? – un-

political insurrection.
Here, the contradiction is overdetermined, pushed to its
limit, history itself is torn open, ruptured. “Behold,” says
John the evangelist, “the lamb of God, who takes away the
sin of the world!” (Jn 1:29)

resurrect the truth today. The fact is frozen in the wasteland
of the past; it cannot speak to us. The truth speaks eternally.
If the truth is to live on, the task remains to us to reappropriate its meaning to our time. We have described – hopefully with
at least a modicum of historical accuracy – what Jesus meant

The eternal has erupted into the temporal. The contradictions concatenate and burst: peasant and King, nightmare and
dream, empire and Kingdom, slave and master. The cross is
the juncture of the temporal and the eternal, the absurd and
ness, oppression and freedom, death and life, man and God.
But I hear the sound of the scintillating skeptics responding: “But,” they say, “the only thing which has ‘ruptured’ is
Jesus’s skin.” Of course – for they are philosophers: pernicious philosophers preying on the proper demesne of the Poetic. Again, are they blind? Do they have eyes but fail to see?

Christ means today, today in our curious condition, where
global capitalism has pressed imperialism far beyond its erstwhile frontiers – covertly, in the Trojan horse of ‘neoliberal

put an idea to death (that, of course, in its gory spectacle, is
of physics – can even be resuscitated, and notice, it is only
the philosophers who espouse as much. But only God can
be resurrected. Balthasar Hlibmaier writes exquisitely here:
“Truth is immortal; and though for a long time she be imprisshe will yet rise victorious on the third day and will reign and
triumph.”
But this profanity, this reduction of God to a body, the
reduction of the resurrection to a resuscitation, is part of a
much larger process at work: the reduction of truth to a fact,
and for a very simple reason: a fact cannot be resurrected; a
fact can only be resuscitated. We know very clearly what Jesus
claimed, “I am the way, the truth and the life” (Jn 14:6), not “I
am the way, the fact, and the life.” Inasmuch as Jesus was the
truth, it was the truth, not the fact, which was resurrected.17
And it is this which makes God’s revolution permanent – his
16 Richard Horsley, Jesus and Empire, p.92
17 In the Gospel, I should clarify, this is conveyed poetically: though it is
the old is no more.
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the toilet, clinging on, like decaying shreds, to hyperreality, the
simulacrum, the simulation, where the Platonic cave has been
replaced by the cinema in which modern man now experiences hyperreality, an endless production of images: women,
cars, guns, bombs, happiness, today when everything – food,
culture, sex, bodies, rights, religion, everything – has been reduced to a commodity for commodity production, Christianity a brand for its self-consumption, today where the sublime
apparatus of the great machine of capital grafts itself ever
dictable life is barely distinguishable from that of a machine,
with administered titillations and carefully regulated pleasures,
whose caffeine is a sad parody of petrol. What does God
mean today? What does God mean in the machine – of modern life, the great machine of capital, this huge machine, whose

divinity of capitalist society (who sometimes goes by the alias
Mammon). It seems to me the task of theology today to ask
questions like these. What does God mean in the culture
machine, the great machine of capital to which his body
is fastened, assimilated, replicated and manufactured by,
If God yesterday
was a rupture, is he today a glitch – does his body disrupt this
great machine?
Kelly Maeshiro ‘14 is a Religion concentrator in Leverett House. He is
a staff writer for the Ichthus.
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Last Things: Christ’s Call to Arms
“Do not think that I have come to bring peace to the earth. I have not come to bring peace, but a sword….

U

nquestionably, Jesus is a man of peace. He commands his followers to forgive, to turn the other
cheek and to love their enemies and pray for those
who persecute them (Mt 5:39, 44). He laid down his own life
without complaint to die a death in place of all who believe
and trust in him (Lk 23). And yet,
by his own words, he is not a peacemaker but he brings a sword – war
– to the world.
But the army that Christ has
called is not like the armies of this
world. His army is armed not with
iron or Kevlar but with truth, righteousness, peace, faith, and salvation
(Eph 6:14-17). With these attributes
and with right thinking about them,
Christians can remain steadfast and
David and like the martyrs. And
soldiers for Christ carry a weapon
unlike any sword, gun or spear one
“the sword of the Spirit, which is the
word of God” (Eph 6:17). With this
weapon, with the Bible buried deep
in one’s heart through God’s Holy
Spirit, Christians are able to advance
Christ’s Kingdom, as Revelation tells
us.
The battle of rebellion against the broken world of sin
and death and for the advancing of the Kingdom of God –
the kingdom that has love, peace, justice and true joy – is not
an easy one. Although it is hard to understand how anyone
would be opposed to these good things, Jesus himself tells
his people, “If you were of the world, the world would love
you as its own; but because you are not of the world, but I
chose you out of the world, therefore the world hates you”
(Jn 15:19-20). It is not that Christians should seek out hate,
as it seems the Westboro Baptist Church does, and it is not
that everyone in the world is naturally inhospitable, but divergent worldviews naturally cause disunity and enmity. The
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from self-improvement to money, sex, power, false religions,
education, politics, and philosophy. Jesus rebels against those
worldviews which have caused pain and grief and suffering
and instead declares that ultimate happiness, joy and satisfaction comes through belief in him,
following his commands and worshipping him alone. Jesus calls his
revolutionary soldiers to spread that
message through proclaiming his
loving even those who refuse his call.
Are you willing to be hated? Are
you willing to die to your plans for
your life, money, ambition, preferences, mindset, social standing? Will
you give everything up for the sake
of Christ? The Christian life is not
one of rainbows and daffodils but
cution. Christians claim to worship a
man who was executed for riling the
religious and political authorities of
the day and asks all people to take
up their own cross and follow him
(Mt 10:38). One who lives for Christ
must die to the world.
I leave you with two questions.
First, if you call yourself a Christian
and yet the world warmly embraces you and rewards your
deeds with success, high-esteem, wealth or power, are you really living your life with the radical love, grace and generosity
that Jesus commands? Certainly God can bless his followers,
and God wants you to have joy, but are you taking joy in Him
alone, or in what he can give you -- your stuff ? Secondly, no
matter where you are in your spiritual journey, Jesus is calling
you to join him to advance his kingdom. Will you join us in
his rebellion?
Aaron Gyde ‘14 is a Social Studies concentrator in Cabot House. He
Ichthus.
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